Nonthermal relativistic plasmas are ubiquitous in astrophysical systems like pulsar wind nebulae and active galactic nuclei, as inferred from their emission spectra. The underlying nonthermal particle acceleration (NTPA) processes have traditionally been modeled with a Fokker-Planck (FP) equation in momentum space. In this paper, we directly test the FP framework in ab-initio kinetic simulations of driven magnetized turbulence in relativistic pair plasma. By statistically analyzing the motion of tracked particles, we demonstrate the diffusive nature of NTPA and measure the FP energy diffusion (D) and advection (A) coefficients as functions of particle energy γmec 2 . We find that D(γ) is proportional to γ 2 in the high-energy nonthermal tail, in line with 2nd-order Fermi acceleration theory, but has a much shallower scaling of about γ 2/3 at lower energies. We also find that A tends to pull particles towards the peak of the distribution. This study provides strong support for the FP picture of turbulent NTPA, thereby enhancing our understanding of space, solar, and astrophysical plasmas.
Introduction.-Relativistic plasmas with nonthermal power-law energy distributions are ubiquitous in astrophysical systems such as pulsar wind nebulae (PWN) [1, 2] , jets from active galactic nuclei (AGN) [3, 4] and their radio lobes [5] , and possibly black-hole accretiondisk coronae [6] . The underlying NTPA processes have been studied theoretically for decades, and proposed mechanisms include collisionless shocks [7] , turbulence [8] , and magnetic reconnection [9] . The most common NTPA models posit that particles gain energy in a stochastic process (e.g., scattering off magnetic fluctuations) that can be modeled using an FP advectiondiffusion equation in momentum [7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Numerical tests of the FP framework for NTPA were originally performed by injecting test particles into magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] or artificially prescribed fields [23, 24] . These test-particle simulations are relatively inexpensive, but have physical limitations such as ad-hoc particle injection and the absence of test-particle feedback on the fields, which can only be resolved by considering more physically complete simulations.
Recently, first-principles kinetic (and hybrid) particlein-cell (PIC) simulations have confirmed that turbulence [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , shocks [31, 32] , and relativistic reconnection [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] can generate efficient NTPA in collisionless plasma. Since PIC simulations contain complete microphysical information including the self-consistent trajectories of individual particles, they provide a wealth of data for probing NTPA. However, these previous studies have not used this capability to directly test stochastic acceleration models (e.g., FP), or to directly measure the energy diffusion and advection coefficients.
In this paper, we use energy histories of tracked particles to demonstrate stochastic acceleration and directly measure the FP coefficients in three-dimensional (3D) PIC simulations of driven turbulence in collisionless relativistic pair plasma. We consider relativistic pair plasmas both for theoretical and computational simplicity, and for their relevance to high-energy astrophysical systems like PWN and AGN jets. However, our methods are also applicable to future investigations of NTPA in turbulent non-relativistic and electron-ion plasmas, as well as in other processes such as magnetic reconnection.
Method.-We analyze 3D simulations (performed with our PIC code Zeltron [38] ) of externally driven turbulence in relativistic pair plasma, taken from our previous work [29] . We focus on the largest simulation with 1563 3 grid cells and ∼2 × 10 11 particles; smaller simulations give similar results. The simulation domain is a periodic cube of side length L, with an initially uniform magnetic guide field B 0ẑ . The plasma is initially uniform and isotropic, with combined pair density n 0 , and a MaxwellJüttner thermal distribution with a relativistically hot temperature of T 0 = 100m e c 2 , corresponding to the average Lorentz factor γ init ≈ 3T 0 /m e c 2 = 300. The initial magnetization is σ 0 = B 2 0 /16πn 0 T 0 = 3/8. In the fiducial simulation, the normalized system size is L/2πρ e0 = 163, where ρ e0 ≡ γ init m e c 2 /eB 0 is the initial characteristic Larmor radius. Turbulence is electromagnetically driven [39] and becomes fully developed after a few light crossing times [40] Our previous simulation studies [27, 29] have shown that such turbulence reliably produces nonthermal power-law particle spectra. In this paper, we implement a novel analysis procedure to investigate NTPA in relation to the FP framework, which we describe in the remainder of this section. First, we point out gyro-scale oscillations in particle energy and explain their physical origin. Then, we present our methodology for suppressing these oscillations, which is critical for accurately measuring energy diffusion. Finally, we detail our tests for verifying the diffusive nature of NTPA in our turbulence simulations, and our procedure for measuring the energy diffusion and advection coefficients as functions of particle energy.
Our analysis tracks the position, momentum, and local electromagnetic field vectors for a randomly chosen sample of 8 × 10 5 particles, enough to form a high-quality statistical ensemble representative of the overall particle distribution. We observe large (order-unity) oscillations in particle energy, γm e c 2 , at the gyro-frequency, as shown for a representative particle in Fig. 1a . The energy oscillates once per gyro-orbit (Fig. 1b) due to the large-scale electric field accelerating and decelerating the particle as it gyrates. To explain this analytically, we consider the motion of a charged particle in constant, uniform electromagnetic fields. We use the frame in which electric and magnetic fields are parallel, which we indicate with primed variables. The E × B boost velocity, v D , from the (unprimed) lab frame to the primed frame is given by cv
). In the primed frame, the particle gyrates about B while being accelerated along B by E . Typically, E B , and so γ m e c 2 is slowly-varying on the oscillation timescale. Then, the motion in the primed frame is approximately a simple gyration with E ≈ 0, and, via inverse Lorentz transformation, the lab-frame energy is
Here, t is the coordinate time, v ⊥ is the particle's primed-frame velocity perpendicular to B ,
is the cyclotron frequency with B = B/γ D , and t 0 is a phase. Since we are considering relativistic particles (v ⊥ ∼ c) and relativistic turbulence (E rms ∼ B 0 and β D ∼ 1), we see from Eq. (1) that the oscillation magnitude is comparable to γ (consistent with Fig. 1a) , and thus cannot be ignored.
Without further processing, these periodic energy oscillations are incompatible with an energy-diffusion model which implies that particle energies perform random walks. However, we aim to measure the statistical properties of NTPA on the Alfvénic timescale ∼L/v A relevant to the formation of the nonthermal power law. Since this is generally much longer than the gyro-period, we may analyze just the secular component of the energy histories. Our oscillation removal procedure is informed by Eq. (1), which indicates that in the idealized case of uniform constant fields, the non-oscillatory component of the lab-frame energy is just γ D γ . In actuality, v D varies over an orbit as the particle traverses small-scale fields, so we gyro-average v D . However, because the gyro-period itself oscillates (being proportional to γ), we perform this procedure in several steps. We first gyroaverage γ(t) and B(t), and then use these to calculate a smoothed gyro-period. We denote v D as the average of v D over this smoothed period. Finally, we define the smoothed particle energy to be γ D γ , where γ is obtained from boosting the lab-frame four-momentum by v D , and
. This transformed energy (Fig. 1a) has greatly reduced oscillations. Thus, this procedure successfully extracts the secular component of particle energy, allowing us to test the FP picture of NTPA. Hereafter, γ and "energy" refer to the transformed quantity, γ D γ .
We now describe our methods for testing diffusive acceleration using energy histories of tracked particles. We use t 0 = 10.0L/c as a fiducial initial time for our measurements, by which point a power-law particle energy spectrum has fully formed. We then bin tracked particles by their energy at t 0 . The bin-center energies γ 0 are spaced logarithmically at 10% intervals.
The initial width of each bin is chosen to contain ∼2 × 10 3 tracked particles, but is constrained to 1-5% of γ 0 ; beyond these limits, the number of particles is allowed to vary. Finally, we exclude bins with less than ten particles. For the particles in each bin, we measure the standard deviation, δγ rms , and the mean, γ, of the energy distribution as a function of subsequent times ∆t ≡ t − t 0 . For a classical diffusion process, one expects δγ rms (∆t) ∝ √ ∆t if the diffusion coefficient D(γ, t) varies slowly compared to ∆t and δγ rms .
We then measure the diffusion and advection coefficients, D(γ) and A(γ), respectively, for the simplest FP equation for the particle energy distribution f (γ, t), ignoring pitch angle:
Limiting our measurements to times where ∆t < ∼ L/v A , δγ rms γ 0 , and ∆γ ≡ γ(t) − γ(t 0 ) γ 0 , we can approximate the bin distribution as narrow and the coefficients as constant in time. We then apply Eq. (2) to find the time evolution of ∆γ and δγ rms
We first measure D(γ) and M (γ) by applying Eqs. (3) and (4) to each energy bin and then calculate
Results.-We first describe the evolution of the overall lab-frame distribution, f (γ).
Starting from a thermal distribution, f (γ) acquires a power-law tail extending to the limit set by the system size, γ max ≡ LeB 0 /2m e c 2
× 10
5 , and gradually hardening over time-its index converges to approximately -3 by 12.3L/c. At the start of our measurements, t 0 = 10.0L/c, the index is approximately -3.2, the peak of f (γ) is at γ peak 520, and the mean at γ avg 1170. As the system lacks an energy sink, γ peak and γ avg increase at a rate of about 40c/L and 100c/L, respectively.
We now present tests of energy diffusion. For illustration, Fig. 2a shows the evolution of the energy distribution of a single bin of 1324 particles with γ 0 = 5 × 10 3 (deep in the power-law section) and an initial bin-width of 0.05γ 0 at t 0 . We find that γ increases roughly linearly with time (Fig. 2b) , while δγ rms (∆t) ∝ √ ∆t, consistent with simple diffusion (Fig. 2c) . Fig. 3 shows δγ rms (∆t) for several bins, compensated by (L/c∆t) 1/2 . We fit each δγ rms (∆t) to √ ∆t. To avoid artifacts of the smoothing procedure, each fit begins after one gyro-period T L (γ 0 , B rms ) ≡ 2πγ 0 m e c/eB rms . To ensure Eqs. We now report on our measurements of D(γ) and A(γ). We extract D(γ) from the fits of δγ rms (∆t) using Eq. (4), as shown in Fig. 4 . In the high-energy nonthermal tail (2 × 10 3 < ∼ γ < ∼ 3 × 10 4 ), we find that
is an excellent fit, while for lower energies γ < ∼ γ peak , we observe a much shallower scaling, roughly consistent with D ∝ γ 2/3 . The high-energy scaling of D ∝ γ 2 is commonly predicted by NTPA theories [7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] . We compare our high-energy fit D/γ
A /3cλ mfp from 2nd-order Fermi acceleration for ultra-relativistic particles interacting with isotropic scatterers moving at the Alfvén velocity, where λ mfp is the mean free path between scattering events [7] . At t 0 = 10.0L/c, v A = 0.51c, giving a theoretical scaling of D/γ 2 = 0.087c/λ mfp , which agrees with our fit if λ mfp ∼ L. This is strong evidence for a 2nd-order Fermi mechanism operating in relativistic plasma turbulence.
To compare the effects of the 1st-and 2nd-order terms in Eq. (2), we separate the contributions of A and ∂ γ D to the average acceleration rate M (γ) = ∂ t γ, extracted from linear ∆t fits [see Eq. (3)]. These fits use the same time intervals as those used for fitting δγ rms (∆t) to measure D(γ). As shown in Fig. 5a (blue dots), we find that M (γ) is positive (as expected due to external energy in- 
FIG. 3.
The standard deviation, δγrms, of the particle energies in several bins (colored points), compensated by (L/c∆t) 1/2 , with corresponding √ ∆t fits (dashed lines). Each fit begins at ∆t = TL(γ0, Brms), the gyro-period for the bincenter energy of the corresponding bin (asterisks), and ends at the right arrow. Solid black curves correspond to contours of constant δγrms/γ0, annotated by the corresponding value of δγrms/γ0. 
The diffusion coefficient D(γ) (blue dots), with power-law fits of index 2 (solid red line) in the nonthermal region, and index 2/3 (solid green line) in the low-energy region.
The right y-axis shows the overall particle energy distribution f (γ) at the start of the measuring interval (t = 10.0L/c, solid black line), and a short time later (t = 12.3L/c, dashed black line).
jection) and has a minimum near γ avg ≈ 1200. Fig. 5a also shows the advective contribution from ∂ γ D (orange crosses), and Fig. 5b shows the resulting advection coefficient, A(γ) ≡ M − ∂ γ D (green dots). In the high-energy power-law section (γ > γ peak ), ∂ γ D > M , and so A is negative, while the opposite is true for low energies (γ < γ peak ). Overall, A tends to pull particle energies towards γ peak , narrowing f (γ). We note that our measurement of A is uncertain, as it depends on the difference between two noisy quantities.
Finally, to test whether the FP equation can com- pletely account for NTPA in the simulations, we insert the measured coefficients A(γ) and D(γ) into the FP equation, solve it numerically using a finite-volume method, and compare the resulting evolution of f (γ, t) with that produced by the PIC simulation. The FP coefficients are extrapolated as constant in γ for energies where there are not enough particles to measure them (γ < ∼ 3 × 10 1 and γ > ∼ 3 × 10 4 ). The initial f (γ) is taken from the PIC simulation at t = 7.8L/c, and the FP solution is run until t = 13.4L/c, which is a significantly longer time interval than that used for measuring the coefficients A and D (10L/c < ∼ t < ∼ 11L/c). Despite this, the distributions produced by the FP and PIC calculations at two subsequent times (t = 10.0L/c and t = 13.4L/c) agree very closely (Fig. 6 ). This also indicates that the FP coefficients measured using the secular component of particle energy accurately reflect the evolution of f (γ), even though the latter involves the lab-frame γ with intact energy gyro-oscillations.
Conclusions.-In this study, we rigorously demonstrate, for the first time, diffusive nonthermal particle acceleration (NTPA) in first-principles PIC simulations of driven relativistic plasma turbulence, through direct statistical measurements using large numbers of tracked particles. We introduce a procedure to suppress large-amplitude gyro-oscillations of particle energy, which is critical for revealing the diffusive nature of NTPA and measuring the Fokker-Planck (FP) coefficients. We find that the energy diffusion coefficient D scales with particle energy γm e c 2 as D 0.06(c/L)γ 2 in the high-energy nonther- mal power-law region, in line with theoretical expectations [7, 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] , while there is a much shallower scaling of roughly D ∝ γ 2/3 at energies below the peak of the energy distribution. We also tentatively measure the energy advection coefficient A(γ), which, we find, tends to narrow the distribution by accelerating low-energy particles and decelerating high-energy particles. Furthermore, a numerical solution of the FP equation with the measured coefficients very closely reproduces the evolution of the particle energy spectrum from the PIC simulation over a significantly longer time interval than was used for measuring the coefficients. This suggests that an FP model can fully account for NTPA in our simulations. These results thus lend strong first-principles numerical support to a broad class of turbulent NTPA theories.
Our new methodology can also be applied to future tracked-particle studies of particle acceleration in other contexts such as shocks or magnetic reconnection, and over broader ranges of physical regimes. Future work may investigate the effects of system parameters such as magnetization, plasma beta, and guide field strength; radiative cooling; relativistic vs non-relativistic regimes; and plasma composition (e.g., pair vs electronion plasma). In addition, the analysis can be extended to include pitch-angle dependence and scattering. Thus, this study opens the door to further detailed rigorous tests of NTPA theories against PIC simulations exploring various physical situations, thereby advancing our understanding of space, solar, and high-energy astrophysical phenomena.
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